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About This Game

Crush Enemies with your Sniping Skills in the Immersive Sharpshooter : Sniper Rust VR!

Toughen Up! Become an Elite Sniper and Embark on a Dangerous Mission Against a Global Insurgency in this hair-raising,
breath taking Virtual Reality First-Person Sniping Experience where any shot could be your last!

Mission Details

The players have spoken! We’ve heard your feedback, and updated Sniper Rust VR with some of the most popular requests.
Get back in the action with:

  Cutting-Edge Weaponry - Stalk your prey with a plethora of lethal firearms, locked and loaded with special functions
suited for specific occasions. Available weapons include real-world guns like the DSR-50 and SVD sniper rifle, as well
as the MaC-7, which was inspired by the CheyTac M200, and the Scout Rifle-inspired DG-5000.

 Death-Dealing Enemy Troops and Vehicular Combatants - Diverse enemy classes make every playable mission a
challenge: be wary of well-concealed snipers, air/group assaults and traps behind enemy lines.

 Immersive Virtual Reality Experience - With numerous uniquely designed environments to explore — including ports,
forests, mountains, deserts and even ancient temples — you’ll feel like you’re truly part of Sniper Rust VR’s virtual
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world! Although with multiple, varied objectives to complete on your adventure, there’ll hardly be time to take in the
sights.

 A new bonus level – ready for a new challenge? New enemies lay in wait – and so does a new firearm for you to
dispatch them with.

 New cover mechanics – catch your breath and stay out of sight by ducking behind crates, barrels, and pallets. When the
bullets stop, you go.

 Gun recoil – every shot counts. Feel the power of your firearm each time you pull the trigger.

 Updated graphics – see the environment come to life with a graphical overhaul and more realistic lighting and shadows.

 Achievements – get recognized for your excellence with 10 new player achievements, and get rewarded with killer
customization options: 2 new skins for each gun & 2 new gloves.

 Action-Packed Soundtrack - Intense orchestral sounds composed by John Leonard French are the perfect
accompaniment for the game’s thrilling, edge-of-your-seat action sequences.

Sniper Rust VR is now available for HTC Vive, Oculus Rift, and Steam headsets. Get your gear and get in the game!
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Title: Sniper Rust VR
Genre: Action
Developer:
Zatun Game Studio
Publisher:
Zatun Game Studio
Release Date: 19 Jun, 2018

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 8.1

Processor: Intel Core i5-4460 CPU @ 3.20 GHz

Memory: 8 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce GTX 960 4GB

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 5 GB available space

English
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Nice game, but it fail gamemusic.. It's a shame playing this game after Venture Africa. The new game mechanic feels extremely
overwhelming and frustrating to me. Feels like the devs wanted to add too many new features but it turned out to be a huge mess
instead.. crashes continually. I think this game has the potential to be really awesome but in its current state, it feels like its
missing "nuts and bolts". Its fun going out and doing the "hunts" and getting random stuff but the "stuff" you obtain is ultra
simplistic. We are essentially grinding to get hunger\/health and some bombs.

I will give it a thumbs up because I have faith they will tweak the game over time.

Two biggest things that need tweaking:

1.) The maps need more "meat and potatoes"... Maybe random humonoid patrols or random events... Something to make the
world a little bit more alive. It feels like a walk\/run simulator just like every other survival game I have played. It is as if the
word "survival" in a game means you need very long travel times.

2.) Itemization... The character can equip 4 items... Primary\/secondary weapon.... A shield... and a "potion" which is like a
trinket that grants one benefit such as resistance or more health.... This is way to basic. More slots and more variety for both
"trinkets" and weapons is needed.

Overall, the game concept is there but the implementation of how and why is super simplistic.

7\/10 Rating in its current state with massive potential to be a lot better with some patches.. I love the premise of running a
tavern, questing to improve your town and attract more customers, as well as leveling up your characters and upgrading your
equipment to take on tougher challenges.

Unfortuantely, this game lacks polish. The actual questing and gameplay are very repetitive. Pathfinding and hit boxes feel
clunky.

It's been fun for a few hours but without a deeper story or stronger motivation, I'm not feeling a lot of incentive to keep
grinding.. There's no quick-drive! beware!. For those who have a windows mixed reality; this game runs perfectly on it. I used a
lenovo explorer and an xbox one controller to play. it runs with no problems on my gtx 1060 (6GB).

Gameplay wise its a 10\/10 for me. its basically a knock off mario kart but with a little VR touch to it. I definitely recommend it
for the price (I bought it on sale for like $5, but would still pay full price for it). Great DLC, new missions and new maps for
skirmish mode \/ multiplayer.

the only flaw of the game is the lag when there are many troops on the map ... this problem MUST be fixed. Very unique
EXTREMELY FUN AND ADDICTING point and click game! Uses neat physics and mechanics. The goal of the puzzles are to
cover the whole area with paint, which is applied with rope that you tie it with, and sometimes bombs and other neat mechanics.
Extremely addicting, extremely fun. Must get!. A great game for it's price.

Pros:
Simple
Strategic
Building your own maps
Editing campaign maps
Cheap
Map building is as easy as clicking and dragging a few times.

Cons:
Has many difficulty spikes (You can just get past this by editing the campaign maps and removing the enemy in the edit mode,
then saving the map)
You have to complete the campaign to play your own maps ( You can do the tip above to get through the campaign easily, but
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still, why do we have to complete the campaign?)
Save button on maps doesn't play a sound or show that you clicked it in any way, which can lead to someone getting paranoid
that their map may not have saved (Although, the save button has always worked for me, I just double click it for good measure)

And that's about it. The replayability is the only thing one might find trouble with, but the map creator can fix this for some
people.

Suggestions:
Make us able to play our maps without completing the campaign.
Steam Workshop
More units
More buildings and props
Multiplayer

All in all, I love this game, it deserves so much more people playing it.
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White Haven Mysteries is a typical HOPA. It's mediocre in any sense possible. Why do I still recommend it? If you get it cheap
enough - i.e., at a discount of at least 50% - you'll get yourself a fairly good deal if you like that kind of game.

In detail:

# It has the standard game modes: Quick hint recharge and sparkles OR slow hint recharge, no sparkles.

# The graphics are good, but not amazing. The HO scenes are clear, and the objects are big enough to be spotted.

# It's quite short. It took me just 2 hours to finish it, and I read every journal entry and didn't skip a single puzzle.

# The story is nothing new. A spooky building, a mystery to solve, a mad scientist - standard stuff. The ending was a tad
confusing, but I believe I understood it.

(Note: I can't say anything about sound or VOs, as I played it muted. Also, I finished it in one sitting, so I can't comment on the
corrupted save file issue.). OK... You made this but what should I do ? Should I thank you for it or should I be angry at you... I
don't know. You made this skin pack but you just made it and looks like it had no effort in it. Even some people at forums make
better skins. I bought it just because for my country's flag.

Edit: It's been a little bit more than 3 years since I wrote this review. Now there is an upcoming DLC which has Turkey in it and
I hope to see this pack to get a rework like Estonia's Paint Jobs pack. Because only thing Turkish about this pack is the flag. If
you consider adding Istanbul as a city in the DLC plase consider that although Turkey is 98% muslim there is no official state
religion so you don't need to put mosques in everything about Turkey. Also the Magic Carpet has no Turkish patterns in it and
it's pretty unneeded and inappropriate. And finally the Metallic Flag Paint is pretty bad design in general. With all these things
only thing left in our hands is Decal and there is nothing to talk about it because only OK one is that one.. Worst character pack
so far. Mira is somehow balanced, but Iru is underpowered untermensch.. Pester

Cons:
static background screens, location never changes, you wouldn't notice location change even if it did,
no progression if you lose, anti-progression

sucks.
. This game simply was not fun for me. It failed to use VR in any interesting way other than being located in the environment.
Its simply a point and click adventure based off where your headset is looking. No motion controls used, seated experience. I
payed $6 for this on sale and still feel it was a bad choice. Played for about an hour but I doubt anything change moving forward
as the hour was all the same actions in different environments.. 1 of the best "Hardcore puzzle platformer", But I think it is kind
of short, just 30 levels. Still, you can play it coop with friends after finishing it, it worth $1 I think.. I very much enjoyed this
game. I just lost track of time flying around and didn't realise it had been more than an hour. It reminds me of the fun I had
flying around in the birdman mode in Pilotwings 64.

There is a lot to explore on what otherwise appears to be a fairly small island, and I still feel like I missed stuff the first time
around.

I would totally recommend this to anyone looking for a relaxing game to unwind to.. This is more than great, we need somekind
WWII style wagons too for this glorious loco.

This time even high price for only one skin not bother me.

Waiting more this era stuff with some missions\/routes. How about some route from Berlin to Posen or Danzig to
K\u00f6nigsberg. uma perda de dinheiro. It looked so promising in the pictures then it's all down hill from then .it got to be a 1
for effort out of 10 .at one point the floor texture just went to black n white even into the mountains .one ride as it went around
the floor texture comes into the cab .
If the person or company just had taken more time it could had been great.ps the only ride that does look good the tcup, worst
ride is Iver bumper cars you can't control or the house of horror that is not even a 1\/2 out of ten .it's not worth spending your
money on until it had a lot of work done
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